
fit hop
THE CHAMPION SOUND OF HEALTHY LIVING

Created by award winning artist and producer Stic 
of dead prez; zen runner, certified long distance 
running coach and co-founder of RBG FIT CLUB.

Whether for running, weightlifting, yoga, calisthenics 
or martial arts Music and Movement go hand in hand. 

Improves enjoyment and performance 
by boosting Seratonin levels while you 
train

Real Rap. Family Friendly. No Profanity. 
No N Word

Uplifting lyrics for a consistent health 
and fitness lifestyle

Inspirational Hip Hop Music for
Healthy Living



it's bigger than hip hop
FUSING HIP HOP AND HEALTHY LIVING.

Founder of RBG FIT CLUB, Khnum “Stic” Ibomu, is a 
multifaceted Creative. As an artist, producer and 1/2 
of the legendary hip hop duo dead prez he has been 
a revolutionary thought leader and musical motivator 
for decades helping to bridge the raw energy and 
experiences of the streets with progressive ideas for 
personal growth, social activism and community 
empowerment.  

After going through a personal health crisis with gout 
and embracing a plant based lifestyle for healing, he 
was inspired to a path of multi disciplinary martial arts, 
long distance running, fitness training, meditation, 
culminating in his own eclectic holistic and 
sustainable lifestyle. This led him to fuse his passions 
of music and wellbeing to create the first ever 
“Fit-Hop” album The Workout in 2011, which debuted 
at #1 on the Apple iTunes Fitness charts and has 
sparked a worldwide following for this new Fit-Hop 
movement. Workout II (2020) debuted at #1 on 
Apple, Google and Amazon in it’s category.

The signature “Fit Hop” sound uses a filmscore-like 
approach incorporating hip hop, rock, and elements 
of trap peppered throughout with motivational 
audio-snippets of speeches, audiobooks and lectures 
to keep you tapped into your champion state of mind.

Fit Hop is like a supplemental “audio boost” crafted 
to move and inspire you.


